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ABSTRACT
The study of intermediary liability and hate speech in India is complex. India’s 1.25 billion people are spread across twenty-nine states, speak over twenty languages, belong to different castes, and practice a variety of religions. At times, tensions between different groups have developed, and hate speech has instigated riots, protests, and violence. Though hate speech is a well-recognized problem in India, in most instances the law has not been used effectively to punish individuals who promulgate hate speech, particularly politicians. However, this relaxed standard of enforcement is not applied to intermediary platforms, which have been required to comply with removal requests under the threat of severe sanctions, including blocks and fines. These removal requests, which are made by courts, the executive branch, and individuals, are based on the belief that hate speech posted on intermediary platforms can create rifts between communities and lead to dire real-world consequences. Therein lies the contradiction – while there is no doubt that hate speech used by individuals in the real-world is detrimental to societal well-being, the same conclusion cannot be drawn about hate speech on intermediary platforms. No studies or statistics have conclusively shown that online hate speech has a negative impact on society. Despite this, intermediary platforms have operated in a vulnerable position. This uncertainty has adversely impacted free speech because the threat of legal sanctions has caused intermediaries to over-comply with removal requests. Intermediary platforms have rarely contested such requests, a practice that has created a dearth of judicial analysis on the issue. Recently, through a landmark decision of the Supreme Court of India, the regime governing intermediary liability for hate speech was significantly liberalized. However, there are still several issues that must be addressed. These include maximizing the role of courts in determining whether to hold intermediary platforms liable for hate speech originating from users and reconsidering the link between online hate
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speech and actual societal harm caused. These changes will only be created through strong legal challenges to the present regime of intermediary liability for hate speech, which are absolutely essential for the evolution of the law.

I. INTRODUCTION

The issue of hate speech is a pressing concern in all democratic societies that respect individual rights. Laws around the world recognize that the prevention of hate speech is a sufficient reason to place reasonable restrictions on the freedom of speech and expression.\(^1\) Hate speech can create discord between communities, alienate minority groups, and exacerbate pre-existing differences between individuals, thereby threatening the stability of society.

The use of hate speech has grave implications in India. Given India’s socio-economic, religious, and ethnic diversity, such speech can cause significant anger amongst thousands of people. In the past, the anger caused by hate speech has boiled over into communal riots, religious clashes, and other forms of violence. Despite the existence of several statutes prohibiting the use of hate speech, there has been little action taken to prevent individuals from delivering hate speech targeting specific ethnicities, religions, or castes. Whether intentional or in the heat of the moment, hate speech has been repeatedly used as a tool by politicians to polarize communities and enflame ethnic passions. Reported instances of hate speech by regular citizens are less numerous than those of politicians.

With over 350 million Internet users in 2015, a number expected to increase to 500 million by 2017, the Internet carries significant potential to disseminate ideas throughout India.\(^2\)

---


However, the Internet does not discriminate between users or content – without a control mechanism to check what is being shared, the rapid spread of deleterious content, such as hate speech, can have real-world repercussions. Historically, the government has prevented the proliferation of hate speech through the Internet by holding intermediary platforms liable for hate speech published on their forums.

Primarily, this article will analyse the legal status of intermediary platforms and hate speech in India. By examining cases and real-life instances of hate speech, it will explain how the liability of intermediaries has been increasingly found due to the growth of online hate speech in India. The article will elaborate on the chilling effect on freedom of speech that has been created by imposing liability on intermediaries for hate speech published on their forums. It will further explain how the landmark \textit{Shreya Singhal} judgment has partially addressed this effect. Finally, extrapolating from the developments seen so far, several recommendations for the creation of a better liability regime for intermediaries are put forth.

\textbf{II. HISTORY OF INTERMEDIARY LIABILITY}

Though the Information Technology Act ("IT Act") was enacted in 2000, it did not place limits on the liability of intermediaries for user-generated content until 2008.\textsuperscript{3} This led to the infamous Baazee.com case in 2004, after which the treatment of intermediaries changed substantially.\textsuperscript{4} Avnish Bajaj, CEO of eBay’s Indian subsidiary Baazee.com, was arrested after a user-generated video clip showing pornographic acts between two teenagers was uploaded to the website. At the time the upload occurred, Baazee.com did not have a policy of exercising editorial control over user-uploaded content. Despite this, Bajaj was prosecuted under the IT Act for publishing electronic content that was prohibited under the laws of India.\textsuperscript{5} The arrest led to outrage from several quarters, including from eBay, the U.S. State Department, and experts within India.\textsuperscript{6} Consequently, in 2008 India amended Section 79 of

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{3} The Information Technology Act, 2000, No. 21 of 2000, INDIA CODE, http://indiacode.nic.in [hereinafter “IT Act”].}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{4} Avnish Bajaj v. State of Delhi, (2005) 116 DLT 427 (India).}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{5} Apar Gupta, \textit{Commentary on Information Technology Act}, (2011), 286.}
the IT Act to exempt intermediaries from liability in certain cases.\textsuperscript{7} This attempt at modernizing the IT Act was intended to ensure that the IT Act would keep up with developments in e-commerce, such as the growth of online intermediaries.\textsuperscript{8}

Prior to the amendment of the IT Act, the Standing Committee on Information Technology expressed its opposition to excusing intermediary platforms from liability for user-generated content. In its report, the Committee stated:

```
“Under the proposed amendments, the intermediaries/service providers shall not be liable for any third party information data.... The Committee do not agree with this. What is relevant here is that when [the] platform is abused for transmission of allegedly obscene and objectionable contents, the intermediaries/service providers should not be absolved of responsibility. The Committee, therefore, recommend that a definite obligation should be cast upon the intermediaries/service providers in view of the immense/irreparable damages caused to the victims through reckless activities that are under taken in the cyberspace by using the service providers' platform. Casting such an obligation seems imperative...”\textsuperscript{9}
```

Intermediaries were deeply concerned about the position adopted by the Standing Committee on Information Technology and the Indian government.\textsuperscript{10} Intermediaries argued that holding them liable for actions of users would be fundamentally unjust, as such a policy ignores the origin of the content and fails to appreciate the benefits Indian citizens derive from


intermediary platforms. The IT Amendment Act appears to take these concerns into account, as the legislation included safe harbour provisions for intermediaries. The IT Amendment Act protected intermediaries from legal liability, provided that the modified conditions under Section 79 were satisfied. However, the IT Amendment Act was ambiguous due to the inclusion of a “due diligence” clause in the requirements. Subsequently, the Information Technology (Intermediary Guidelines) Rules (“IT Intermediary Guidelines”) were introduced in 2011 to clarify the requirements to avoid liability.

III. CURRENT POSITION OF INTERMEDIARY LIABILITY

3.1. Legal Provisions

The IT Act defines an “intermediary” with respect to electronic records as “any person who on behalf of another person receives, stores or transmits that record or provides any service with respect to that record.” This broad definition encompasses telecom service providers, network service providers, Internet service providers, web-hosting service providers, search engines, online payment sites, online-auction sites, online-market places, and cyber cafes. An intermediary may escape liability for any third-party information, data, or communication link hosted on its forums or websites if it proves that:

- the function of the intermediary was limited to providing access to a communication system over which information made available by third parties is transmitted or temporarily stored or hosted;
- the intermediary did not initiate the transmission;
- it did not select the receiver of the transmission;
- it did not select or modify the information contained in the transmission; or

---
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12 IT Amendment Act, supra note 7, at § 79.
14 IT Act, supra note 3, at § 2(1)(w).
15 Id.
• the intermediary exercised due diligence while discharging its duties under the IT Act and also observed guidelines of the Central Government, if any.\textsuperscript{16}

These exemptions do not apply if the intermediary conspired, abetted, aided, or induced the commission of the unlawful act or if, after receiving actual knowledge or notification from the government about any information, data, or communication link being used to commit an unlawful act through the intermediary, the intermediary fails to expeditiously remove or disable access to that material.\textsuperscript{17} The Central Government may ask an intermediary to block access to specific hosted content in the interest of the sovereignty and integrity of India, India’s national defence, security of the State, maintaining friendly relations with foreign States, keeping public order, or preventing incitement of the commission of any cognizable offence.\textsuperscript{18} If the intermediary fails to comply with such a government order, it may be punished with up to seven years of imprisonment and also be liable for a fine.\textsuperscript{19}

The use of the term “due diligence” in Section 79(2)(c) of the IT Act creates ambiguity because the Act does not define what constitutes “due diligence.” Since the exercise of “due diligence” requires intermediaries to self-regulate,\textsuperscript{20} the government sought to clarify this provision by enacting the IT Intermediary Guidelines.\textsuperscript{21}

\footnotesize

\textsuperscript{16} Id. at § 79(2) (“Exemption from liability of intermediary in certain cases: (2) The provisions of sub-section (1) shall apply if— (a) the function of the intermediary is limited to providing access to a communication system over which information made available by third parties is transmitted or temporarily stored or hosted; (b) the intermediary does not— (i) initiate the transmission, (ii) select the receiver of the transmission, and (iii) select or modify the information contained in the transmission; (c) the intermediary observes due diligence while discharging his duties under this Act and also observes such other guidelines as the Central Government may prescribe in this behalf”).

\textsuperscript{17} Id. at § 79(3) (“Exemption from liability of intermediary in certain cases: (3) The provisions of sub-section (1) shall not apply if— (a) the intermediary has conspired or abetted or aided or induced, whether by threats or promise or otherwise in the commission of the unlawful act; (b) upon receiving actual knowledge, or on being notified by the appropriate Government or its agency that any information, data or communication link residing in or connected to a computer resource controlled by the intermediary is being used to commit the unlawful act, the intermediary fails to expeditiously remove or disable access to that material on that resource without vitiating the evidence in any manner. Explanation.—For the purpose of this section, the expression “third party information” means any information dealt with by an intermediary in his capacity as an intermediary”).

\textsuperscript{18} Id. at § 69A(1) (“Power to issue directions for blocking public access of any information through any computer resource: (1) Where the Central Government or any of its officers specially authorised by it in this behalf is satisfied that it is necessary or expedient so to do, in the interest of sovereignty and integrity of India, defence of India, security of the State, friendly relations with foreign States or public order or for preventing incitement to the commission of any cognizable offence relating to above, it may subject to the provisions of sub-section (2), for reasons to be recorded in writing by order, direct any agency of the Government or intermediary to block for access by the public any information generated, transmitted, received or stored in any computer resource”).

\textsuperscript{19} Id. at § 69A(3) (“The intermediary, who fails to comply with the direction issued under this Section, shall be punished with an imprisonment for a term which may extend to seven years and also be liable to fine.”).

\textsuperscript{20} VAKUL SHARMA, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LAW AND PRACTICE 292 (4th ed. 2015).

\textsuperscript{21} IT Intermediary Guidelines, supra note 13.
India’s policy of intermediary liability for user-generated content is based on the European Union E-Commerce Directive (2000/31/EC), which, *inter alia*, seeks to regulate liability for intermediaries.\(^{22}\) The Directive classifies intermediaries based on their functions of acting as “mere conduits,” “caching,” and “hosting.”\(^{23}\) Further, it does not impose an obligation on intermediaries to monitor the information that they transmit or store.\(^{24}\) However, the Directive has not been completely incorporated into the Rules.\(^{25}\) For instance, while the Directive distinguishes between intermediaries acting as “mere conduits” or actively caching and hosting material, and specifies the qualifications and due diligence requirements for different classes of intermediaries, the Rules do not make these distinctions.\(^{26}\) However, both the Directive and the Rules are silent about counter-notices and put-back procedures if the challenged material is found to have been incorrectly removed.\(^{27}\)

The Rules provide for a privately-administered takedown mechanism, perhaps in order to provide a faster redressal process than would be possible through the Judiciary and the Executive. Once an intermediary receives information that unlawful material has been hosted, displayed, uploaded, modified, published, transmitted, updated, or shared on its platform, it is required to act within thirty-six hours to remove such information.\(^{28}\) A statement issued by the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology explained that “[the intermediary]...shall act within thirty-six hours” means that the intermediary must respond to the complainant within thirty-six hours of receiving the complaint, and must address the issue itself within one month of its receipt of the complaint.\(^{29}\) Intermediaries also have the right to terminate access or usage rights of users who fail to comply with rules and regulations.\(^{30}\) Intermediaries are required to remove content that, *inter alia*, is blasphemous, hateful,
racially or ethnically objectionable, disparaging, or otherwise violates any law in force. However, the Act and the Rules do not provide the definitions of these terms.

The intermediary liability provisions under Section 79(3)(b) of the IT Act and Rule 3(4) were analysed by the Supreme Court of India in \textit{Shreya Singhal v. Union of India}. Prior to this decision, intermediaries who received a removal request were required to use their own judgment in determining whether the challenged content should be removed. In \textit{Shreya Singhal}, the Supreme Court interpreted the Section and Rule as requiring an intermediary to expeditiously remove or disable access to challenged material only after a court order has been passed directing it to remove such content. The Supreme Court took note the difficulties faced by intermediaries such as Google and Facebook, since hundreds of removal requests were made every day and under the existing policy they were required to judge the legitimacy of each one. Applying Principle 2 of the Manila Principles, the Supreme Court ruled that Section 79 did not render intermediaries liable for illegal content unless they failed to comply with a court order, as opposed to a mere request made by a private party. Since the judgment was issued on March 24, 2015, it is too early to evaluate the actual impact this decision has had on intermediaries.

\subsection*{3.2. Legal Compliance by Intermediaries}

Most intermediaries publish detailed community guidelines or standards that prohibit users from uploading content that violates the domestic laws of countries they operate within. Even though content is not monitored when uploaded, these policies make it clear that the content will be removed upon the intermediary’s receipt of a valid complaint.

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item [31] IT Intermediary Guidelines, \textit{supra} note 13, at Rule 2(b).
\item [34] \textit{Id.} at para. 117.
\item [35] \textit{Id.}
\item [36] \textit{Id.}; MANILA PRINCIPLES ON INTERMEDIARY LIABILITY, https://www.manilaprinciples.org/ (last visited July 12, 2015), at Principle 2 (Content must not be required to be restricted without an order by a judicial authority).
\end{itemize}
YouTube expressly disallows hate speech on its website.\textsuperscript{38} YouTube’s policy defines hate speech as content that promotes violence or hatred against individuals or groups based on attributes such as race, ethnic origin, religion, disability, gender, age, veteran status, and sexual orientation or gender identity.\textsuperscript{39} Users have the option of reporting hate speech-related content by either flagging the video or filing an abuse report with YouTube.\textsuperscript{40} Flagged videos are constantly reviewed by YouTube’s staff or Nodal Officer, and anything that violates YouTube’s Community Guidelines, including those that contain hateful content, are removed from YouTube.\textsuperscript{41} Hateful comments and channels are dealt with in a similar manner.\textsuperscript{42} Abuse reports accord broader protection than flagging individual videos, and can be filed against multiple videos, comments, or a user’s entire account.\textsuperscript{43}

Facebook prohibits hate speech in a manner similar to YouTube, including content that directly attacks people on the basis of their race, ethnicity, national origin, sexual orientation, religious affiliation, disabilities or diseases, and gender identity.\textsuperscript{44} Facebook also relies on its users to report such content.\textsuperscript{45} Any content that violates local laws may be reported to Facebook as well, even if it does not violate Facebook’s Community Standards.\textsuperscript{46}

Twitter does not explicitly address hate speech in its policies, but prohibits abusive behaviour on its website.\textsuperscript{47} Users are prohibited from making threats or promoting violence against a person or group on the basis of race, ethnicity, national origin, sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, age, or disability; this prohibition is similar to the hate speech policies of Facebook and YouTube.\textsuperscript{48} If reported content is found to violate Twitter’s abusive behaviour

\textsuperscript{38} Policy Center, YOUTUBE, available at https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2801939 (last visited July 12, 2015).
\textsuperscript{39} Id.
\textsuperscript{40} Id.
\textsuperscript{42} Id.
\textsuperscript{43} Policy Center, supra note 38.
\textsuperscript{44} Community Standards, FACEBOOK, available at https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards (last visited July 12, 2015).
\textsuperscript{45} Id.
\textsuperscript{46} Id.
\textsuperscript{47} Abusive Behaviour Policy, TWITTER, available at https://support.twitter.com/articles/20169997 (last visited July 15, 2015).
\textsuperscript{48} Id.
policy, Twitter can take action ranging from user warnings to suspending the originating account.49

IV. INTERSECTION – LIABILITY OF INTERMEDIARIES FOR HATE SPEECH

4.1. Legal Position of Hate Speech

Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution of India guarantees every citizen the right to freedom of speech and expression.50 This freedom includes the right to express one's convictions and opinions freely, and is ensured by the freedom of circulation.51 However, the freedom of speech and expression is not absolute, as there are limits on the type of material one may publish or speak without incurring liability.52

“Hate speech” is not explicitly defined under the Constitution of India. However, it is generally understood to mean speech that carries no meaning other than the expression of hatred for some group, such as a particular race, especially in circumstances in which the expression is likely to provoke violence.53 The Human Rights Commission has defined “hate speech” as speech intended to degrade people based on their race, gender, age, ethnicity, nationality, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, social class, appearance, and any other distinction that might be considered by some as a liability.54

The Indian judiciary has recognized hate speech as an effort to marginalize individuals based on their membership in a group.55 In addition, it seeks to delegitimize members of that group in the eyes of the majority, thereby reducing their social standing and acceptance within society.56 Hate speech lays the groundwork for broad attacks on vulnerable populations that

50 INDIA CONST. art. 19, § 1 cl. a.
51 People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, (1997) 1 SCC 301 (India); ARVIND P. DATAR, DATAR COMMENTARY ON CONSTITUTION OF INDIA 549 (2nd ed. 2007).
53 Hate Speech, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (9th ed. 2009).
56 Id.
can range from discrimination to ostracism, segregation, deportation, violence, and genocide in the most extreme cases. However, the effect of hate speech must be judged based on the standards of reasonable, strong-minded people and not those of weak and vacillating minds.

Clause (2) of Article 19 specifies grounds upon which reasonable restrictions may be imposed on the freedom of speech and expression. Such grounds that are related to hate speech include the sovereignty and integrity of India, public order, and incitement to an offence.

A. Sovereignty and Integrity – Several laws impose restrictions on the freedom of speech and expression when statements threaten the sovereignty and integrity of India by leading to violence. The words “sovereignty and integrity” were included in Article 19(2) due to the religious and ethnic tensions prevalent in India following independence from Britain. This provision sought to impose restrictions on those who wanted to secede from India by limiting their ability to incite violence and division between segments of society.

There are contemporary instances of public figures using hate speech that affects the sovereignty and integrity of India. For example, Varun Gandhi, a leader of the Bharatiya Janta Party (BJP), delivered a speech wherein he said, “[a]ll the Hindus stay on this side and send the others to Pakistan,” and “[t]his is the lotus hand. It will cut their [Muslims’] throats after elections.” This attempt to divide voters on religious grounds led to a case being filed against Gandhi for using hate speech. However, even though his statements went against the ideals of integrity, he was still fielded as a candidate in the elections.

57 Id.
58 Ramesh v. Union of India, 1988 AIR 775 (India).
59 INDIA CONST., supra note 50, at art. 19(2).
60 Id.
63 Id.
65 Id.
B. Public Order – The restriction on the freedom of speech prohibiting hate speech that endangers the public order was introduced through the Constitution (First Amendment) Act, 1951.68 While several differing definitions have been offered in the past,69 the established method for determining what constitutes a breach of public order is to examine whether a given act leads to a disturbance of the current life of the community or merely affects an individual without disturbing the tranquillity of society.70 If an act is found to disturb the life of the community, it constitutes a breach of public order.71

An example of such activity is the rioting and violence that took place in Mumbai from 1992 to 1993. These riots were directed against Muslims, and were undertaken by Hindus who had been incited by propaganda published by communal organizations and newspaper writings.72 The hateful material targeting Muslims that caused the riots was disseminated by members of the political party Shiv Sena.73 The act of publishing such propaganda is similar in nature to incitement to commit an offence, since both are governed by laws designed to punish or prevent such actions if they lead to a breach of the public order.74

If any individual or group of persons attempts to incite mutual hatred that is likely to create disharmony and disturb the public peace through inflammatory speech, the judiciary is empowered to prevent such actors from performing such an act.75 Hate speech is punishable under the provisions of the Indian Penal Code (“IPC”). Section 153A prohibits anyone from promoting enmity between different groups on grounds of religion, race, place of birth, residence, language, etc., and doing acts prejudicial to the maintenance of harmony between different religious, racial, lingual, or regional groups, castes, or communities.76 A person

---

68 INDIA CONST. art. 3(2), amended by The Constitution (First Amendment) Act, 1951.
69 Superintendent, Central Prison, Fatehgarh v. Ram Manohar Lohia, (1960) 2 SCR 821 (India) (holding that “public order is synonymous with public safety and tranquility; it is the absence of disorder involving breaches of local significance in contradistinction to national upheavals, such as revolution, civil strife, war, affecting the security of the State.”); but see Ram Manohar Lohia v. State of Bihar & Ors., (1966) 1 SCR 709 (India) (carved a distinction between an act that affects public order but not the security of the State).
71 Id.
73 Id.
74 CENTER FOR INTERNET AND SOCIETY, supra note 61.
75 CODE CRIM. PROC. § 144; State of Karnatakav v. Dr. Praveen Bhai Togadia, 2004 SCR 2081 (India).
76 PEN. CODE § 153A; § 153A(1)(b).
found guilty of performing such acts may be punished with up to three years of imprisonment, with a fine, or both.\textsuperscript{77}

Similarly, Section 295A of the IPC prohibits deliberate and malicious acts intended to outrage the feelings of any class through insulting its religion or religious beliefs.\textsuperscript{78} The elements of the offense under this Section are:

- The accused must insult or make an attempt to insult the religion or religious beliefs of any class of persons;
- The insult must be with the deliberate and malicious intention of outraging the religious feelings of the said class of citizens;
- The insult must be by words, either spoken or written or by signs or by visible representation or otherwise.\textsuperscript{79}

The punishment for such acts is the same as that under section 153A.\textsuperscript{80}

Courts are tasked with subjectively determining what qualifies as a legitimate exercise of freedom of speech and expression. For example, a court reviewing an article containing healthy and legitimate criticism of Islam with the goal of reforming the religion was held to not violate Section 153A.\textsuperscript{81} When the expressed views are purely political in nature, even if they call upon the poorer segments of society to rebel against capitalist ideas, they do not violate the IPC.\textsuperscript{82}

However, if a political statement is presented in a manner designed to promote feelings of enmity, hatred, or ill-will between religious groups or communities, it will violate Section 153A.\textsuperscript{83} Similarly, if a writing is calculated to promote feelings of enmity or hatred, the writer may not claim that the writing contained a truthful account of past events or is otherwise supported by authority as a defence.\textsuperscript{84}

\textsuperscript{77} Id.
\textsuperscript{78} Id. at § 295A.
\textsuperscript{80} Id.
\textsuperscript{82} Shiv Kumar Mishra v. State of Uttar Pradesh, 1978 Crim. L. J. 701 (India); GAUR, supra note 79 at 262 n.6.
\textsuperscript{83} Babu Rao Patel v. State (Delhi Administration), 1980 SCR 763 (India).
\textsuperscript{84} G. V. Godse v. Union of India, AIR 1971 Bom 56 (India).
The constitutionality of Section 295A was challenged in Ramji Lal Modi v. State of Uttar Pradesh, on the grounds that it infringed upon the fundamental right to freedom of speech and expression.\(^{85}\) The Supreme Court upheld the Section, holding that it had been enacted in the interest of public order and limited its prohibition to aggravated forms of insult to religion that were made with the deliberate and malicious intent of outraging a specific class of citizens.\(^{86}\)

Under the Representation of the People Act, 1951, which applies to electoral practices, an attempt to promote or the actual promotion of enmity or hatred between different classes of citizens on the grounds of religion, race, caste, community, or language by an election candidate or his agent to further his or her election prospects is a “corrupt practice.”\(^{87}\) In Das Rao Deshmukh v. Kamal Kishore Kadam, the Supreme Court examined the question of whether a poster that requested votes so that the candidate could “teach Muslims a lesson” violated the Representation of the People Act.\(^{88}\) The Supreme Court held that such content was potentially offensive and was likely to rouse passion in the minds of voters who were members of certain communities.\(^{89}\) The Supreme Court also held that it was likely to cause disharmony and hatred between Hindus and Muslims, thereby offending the secular structure of India.\(^{90}\) Therefore, the challenged poster violated Section 123(3A) of the Representation of the People Act.\(^{91}\)

While it might appear that the courts have strictly applied the laws to those who engage in hate speech, there have been several instances of individuals escaping liability for their acts, especially during political speeches.\(^{92}\) Politicians have frequently included hate speech against specific religions and communities in their political statements with impunity.\(^{93}\)

- Azam Khan, leader of the Samajwadi Party, was booked under Sections 153A and 295A of the IPC for remarking that the Kargil war was won through the sacrifices of

\(^{86}\) Id.
\(^{87}\) Representation of the People Act, 1951, No. 43, Acts of Parliament, 1951 (India), § 123(3A).
\(^{89}\) Id.
\(^{90}\) Id.
\(^{91}\) Id.
Muslims but not Hindus. His statements were censured because they sought to divide religious communities on an extremely sensitive issue.

- A leader of the BJP was noted saying that there was no place for people in India who opposed Narendra Modi, BJP’s prime ministerial candidate, and that such people should leave to Pakistan.

- Pravin Togadia, President of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, gave a speech targeting Muslims who bought properties in Hindu areas. He was noted telling members of his party and other right-wing party members “[i]f he [Muslim occupant] does not relent, go with stones, tyres and tomatoes to his office. There is nothing wrong in it... I have done it in the past and Muslims have lost both property and money.”

- Raj Thackeray, the Chief of the Maharashtra Navnirman Sena (MNS), has repeatedly made hateful remarks targeting non-Maharashtrians, including comments that refer to Biharis as “infiltrators” who should be thrown out of Maharashtra. The Delhi High Court noted that there were over 173 First Instance Reports (“FIRs”) pending against him, yet he had never appeared before the court. Attempts to arrest him for his speeches have led to violent incidents that have resulted in several deaths.

---


98 Id.


As recently as June 2015, the nephew of West Bengal Chief Minister threatened to "gouge out eyes and chop off hands" of those who went against the people of the West Bengal.  

As demonstrated by the preceding examples, politicians are often not deterred from making provocative statements targeting castes, religions, and sects despite the existence of anti-hate speech laws. The root of the problem is the lack of effective enforcement of these laws. Courts have recognized that effective regulation of hate speech at all levels is required, and that law enforcement authorities must ensure that the existing laws are not rendered meaningless due to lack of enforcement.  

However, there has been a distinct lack of effective regulation or enforcement of anti-hate speech laws. In a public interest lawsuit filed against politicians for making provocative and hateful speeches, the Supreme Court refused to intervene, holding that a person’s speech might not qualify as hate speech because individuals are entitled to their personal views and opinions. Only a year prior, in Pravasi Bhalai the Supreme Court ordered the Election Commission to curb political leaders from delivering hate speeches. Going in a complete circle, the Supreme Court asked the Law Commission to determine what would constitute “hate speech.” Several civil liberties lawyers believe that such judicial vacillation is simply an excuse to avoid acting against politicians. The result of this lack of regulation and clarity is that politicians are rarely, if ever, punished for including hate speech in their political statements. Therefore, direct enforcement of the anti-hate speech laws of India continues to be a major issue.

---

103 Id.
104 Id.
105 Id.
107 Id.
109 Umar, supra note 92.
4.2. Liability of Intermediaries for Hate Speech

In 2011, Kapil Sibal, then the Union Minister for Communications and Information Technology, demanded that intermediaries such as Facebook, Yahoo, Google, and Microsoft block users who posted hate speech on social networking websites. Sibal argued that directly prosecuting individuals who posted hate speech would be practically difficult; instead, blocking them from using intermediary platforms would be more a pragmatic penalty. Sibal offered three reasons in support of this position: many individuals post inflammatory content from overseas, thus escaping Indian jurisdiction; Internet companies had rejected the government’s requests to provide individual users’ information; and such content had the capacity to incite protests, mobs, and violence between communities.

There is a substantial difference between the degrees of enforcement of anti-hate speech laws in real life and the virtual world of the Internet. As has been explained above, direct prosecution of hate speech promulgated by individuals in the real work is relatively rare. The level of enforcement against intermediaries, however, is stricter. In this regard, Siddharth Varadarajan, former editor of The Hindu, remarked that while hate speech made in a volatile real-world situation is never prosecuted, the sensitivity towards online content is much higher. He notes that when it comes to online content, the government reacts in a “hyper-sensitive” manner. This creates problems for intermediaries, especially news websites, because they need to pay special attention to the comments that are posted. Further, since the legal process is costly and time-consuming, intermediaries are often forced to comply with requests to block online content just to avoid litigation.

During times of riots and civil unrest, the government proactively imposes blocks on websites, accounts of individuals, and hateful content to prevent hate speech from

---

111 Id.
112 Id.
114 Id.
115 Id.
116 Id.
exacerbating an already volatile situation. Some civil society actors believe that a crackdown on intermediaries in such circumstances serves the larger interest of public safety.

In the past, the Indian government has implemented such blocks by contacting intermediaries while also blocking their websites directly via their ISPs. For instance, in 2012, thousands of students and workers belonging to North-Eastern communities left cities throughout India and returned to their communities because of fear that they would be attacked due to communal violence in Assam. This led to the government filing requests with websites such as Google, Twitter, and Facebook to remove inflammatory and harmful content from their websites. In addition to demanding that the sites block access to inflammatory content, the government also set a twelve-hour deadline for Twitter to remove user pages containing hate speech or face a temporary ban from operating in India.

The government blocked as many as 245 web pages that were hosting distorted videos and content that was being used to spread rumours about violence. The governmental website blocks were implemented directly via the sites’ ISPs and included parts of Facebook, fundamentalist Pakistani websites, Twitter, and YouTube videos spreading hateful propaganda. The government claimed that the content had incited Muslims to carry out
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acts of violence against North-Easterners as a justification for blocking the websites, even as the U.S. urged India to not infringe upon Internet freedom.125

A similar impact was felt after the 2013 Muzaffarnagar communal riots, which were caused when a fake lynching video was uploaded and disseminated.126 This led to the spread of additional inflammatory material, such as morphed headlines that read “Muslims continue to slaughter Hindus.”127 Dealing with hate speech published online became a challenge for law enforcement authorities, since the images and videos being circulated played a significant role in the propagation of the violence.128 Private individuals also filed FIRs seeking blocks against the Twitter accounts of political leaders whose tweets were promoting enmity and hatred between communities.129

In peaceful times, the number of blocked websites is lower but still alarming. Between July and December, 2014, Facebook blocked access to 5,832 pieces of content, including anti-religious matter and hate speech against orders of the Indian government, which was the highest number by any country.130 Countries such as Turkey, Russia, and Pakistan made fewer such requests to websites.131 Websites such as Google have also been quick to ban content that has led to controversy. The video “Innocence of Muslims,” an allegedly offensive film that led to Muslim protestors attacking the U.S. Consulate in Chennai, was blocked in India by Google because it violated India’s domestic laws.132
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Google’s Transparency Report helps draw multiple conclusions about the manner in which content removal is sought from different Google platforms:133

- Most content removal requests originate from the Executive and the police. Court orders are rarely obtained. For instance, in the period from January to June, 2013, only four out of forty total removal requests were made through the court regarding defamatory items to be removed on the web search. In the same period, there were no requests via court order for removal relating to adult content (8 items), obscenity (10 items) and religious offence (13 items). This lack of removal requests via court order is even more emphasized in requests for removal of content on YouTube. In all instances of removal requests made to YouTube (adult content, bullying/harassment, defamation, hate speech, etc.), none were made through court orders. Instead, one request out of 157 for removal of hate speech on YouTube was made by the Executive/Police, whereas 16 removal requests out of 146 for religious offenses were made by the Executive/Police.134

Thus, in most cases, Google would have to judge the legality of the challenged content itself when determining if it should comply with the request. The problem remains despite the Shreya Singhal decision, since the Executive is still not required to obtain court orders for seeking removal of content. Further, since the government often imposes sanctions for non-compliance (as was done with Twitter during the 2012 Assamese violence), intermediaries are pressured into complying with the requests made by the Executive or police.135

- The number of removal requests based on religious offenses varies sharply during times of unrest in the country. Hate speech often falls within the larger umbrella of religious offenses, since if a hate speech targets people of a specific religion it could be classified as a “religious offense” without losing its characterization of being hate speech.136 Between January and June, 2012, a total of 75 items were sought to be removed from Blogger (44), Orkut (1), web search (6) and YouTube (24) as religious offenses. A significant rise in the number of requests is observed between July to
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December, wherein a total of 2,338 items were sought to be removed (Blogger (4), Google Images (1), Google+ (4), web search (1), YouTube (2,328)).

The communal violence that led to the mass exodus of the North-Easterners took place in July and August, 2012.  

It was in light of this conflict that the government made requests to block harmful content on websites. Therefore, there is an observable difference in the government’s stance towards intermediaries during normal times and during times of unrest. In case of the latter, the government attempts to ensure that intermediaries are not used to propagate hatred, leading to a strict crackdown on hate speech content on the Internet.

• With regards to hate speech, YouTube receives the most removal requests. From January to June, 2011, six hate speech-related items were sought to be removed from YouTube, as opposed to two on Orkut and none on Blogger or web search. Between July and December, 24 items allegedly containing hate speech were requested to be removed from YouTube, while only one item on Orkut and none on web search was asked to be removed. In the first six months of 2014, five items were requested to be removed from YouTube, in contrast to none from Orkut, Google+, or web search. This pattern holds true for religious offenses as well. Removal requests were made for 69 items on YouTube, whereas ten such requests were made for web search and none were made for Orkut or Google+. A simple “hate speech India” search on YouTube provides videos of several instances of hate speech that have been delivered around the country. Most of them have over several thousand views.  

For instance, a video of a speech delivered by Akbaruddin Owaisi, wherein he threatens to massacre Hindus in India, has garnered over 224,424 views. This demonstrates the ability of YouTube videos to promulgate hate speeches – which seems to be the rationale behind the government issuing several requests to block content on the website.

Although there have been discussions about using intermediaries to counter hate speech with comfort speech (content promoting acceptance, tolerance and equality), the current approach
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to regulate hate speech content remains the same.  

140 It is ironic that politicians who make such speeches are rarely held liable for their actions, but intermediaries are expected to stringently comply with removal requests. In February 2015, Twitter was reviewing five times as many user reports as it had previously and had tripled the number of employees handling such requests due to it having imposed bans on hate speech on its platform.  

Intermediaries may be still held liable for hate speech-related content that is posted on their platforms, and so far they have been willing to comply with removal requests.

V. INTERMEDIARY LIABILITY REGIME POST-SHREYA SINGHAL CASE

The Supreme Court’s decision in Shreya Singhal v. Union of India was instrumental in introducing two major changes in the context of freedom of speech and expression.  

Primarily, the judgment struck down the draconian section 66A of the IT Act for being vague and unconstitutional.  

Section 66A, *inter alia*, provided for punishment of imprisonment up to three years and a fine for sending information that is grossly offensive or that the sender knows to be false but still sends it for the purpose of causing enmity, hatred or ill will.  

The Section was misused on several instances, including a class 11 student being jailed for making offensive remarks against political leaders and two girls being arrested for criticizing the shutting down of Mumbai after the death of Shiv Sena leader Bal


142 Shreya Singhal, supra note 32.

143 IT Act, supra note 3, at Section 66A("Any person who sends, by means of a computer resource or a communication device – a) any information that is grossly offensive or has menacing character; or b) any information which he knows to be false, but for the purpose of causing annoyance, inconvenience, danger, obstruction, insult, injury, criminal intimidation, enmity, hatred, or ill will, persistently makes by making use of such computer resource or a communication device, c) any electronic mail or electronic mail message for the purpose of causing annoyance or inconvenience or to deceive or to mislead the addressee or recipient about the origin of such messages shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to two three years and with fine. Explanation: For the purposes of this section, terms "Electronic mail" and "Electronic Mail Message" means a message or information created or transmitted or received on a computer, computer system, computer resource or communication device including attachments in text, image, audio, video and any other electronic record, which may be transmitted with the message.").
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The decision also fundamentally altered the possible liability of intermediaries for user-generated hate speech by shifting from a notice-and-takedown system to making it mandatory for such requests to be accompanied by a court order.\textsuperscript{147}

5.1. Eliminating the Chilling Effect

In \textit{Shreya Singhal}, the petitioner challenged the constitutionality of the IT Act provisions pertaining to intermediary liability.\textsuperscript{148} Section 73(3)(b) of the IT Act was challenged on the ground that it forced intermediaries to exercise their own judgment upon receiving actual knowledge that information was being used to commit unlawful acts.\textsuperscript{149} Rules 3(2) and 3(4) of the IT Intermediary Guidelines were also challenged because they required intermediaries to exercise their own judgment when removing content.\textsuperscript{150} Section 69A of the IT Act was challenged for not containing sufficient safeguards against blocks requested by the government.\textsuperscript{151}

The petitioner argued that the presence of such provisions gave rise to a chilling effect on private speech.\textsuperscript{152} Under the existing system, a state-mandated private censorship regime was created in effect since online speech could be banned without obtaining an order from a court or the government.\textsuperscript{153} As a consequence, risk-averse intermediaries often erred on the side of
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\textsuperscript{152} \textit{Private Speech}, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (9th ed. 2009) ([t]he result of a law or practice that seriously discourages the exercise of a constitutional right, such as the right to appeal or the right to free speech)

caution by complying with private removal requests and taking down content.\(^{154}\) Further, from a purely economic perspective, determining the legality of takedown notices and handling legal processes across various jurisdictions would have been costly for intermediaries.\(^{155}\) High legal costs and significant risk would compel an intermediary to agree to the takedown notice.\(^{156}\)

Therefore, frivolous complaints could be used by private parties to suppress legitimate expression without fear of repercussions; in addition, in the absence of provisions for reinstatement of content, the harms to the creator could be irreversible.\(^{157}\) As a consequence, legitimate speech was curtailed under the veil of preventing hate speech.

A study was conducted by Rishabh Dara with the Centre for Internet and Society to determine whether the IT Act and IT Intermediary Guidelines indeed caused a chilling effect on the freedom of speech and expression.\(^{158}\) As a part of the study, seven prominent intermediaries were sent takedown notices containing obvious flaws in them, such as absence of a cause of action or failure to establish the author as an affected person. The study found that, despite the flaws, six out of the seven intermediaries over-complied with the notices. For instance, a takedown notice was issued to an intermediary news website that allowed user-generated comments to be published below articles.\(^{159}\) The notice sought the removal of one user-generated comment published on an article relating to the Telengana movement.\(^{160}\) The challenged comment:

- Condemned the violence in the Telengana agitation.
- Blamed the agitation’s leaders for being selfish.
- Supported the Telengana movement.

The notice alleged that the said comment was, *inter alia*, racially and ethnically objectionable, disparaging, and hateful, and therefore in violation of Rule 3(2)(b) of the IT Intermediary Guidelines. Words such as “objectionable” and “disparaging” have not been defined under Indian law.

\(^{154}\) *Id.*  
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Seventy-two hours after the notice was sent, the intermediary had removed all fifteen comments published below the article. The study draws several conclusions based on this reaction:

- The intermediary deleted all the comments under the article even though there were allegations of illegality only against one of the comments. Such over-compliance placed unlawful restrictions on the freedom of speech.
- There was a clear reluctance on the part of the intermediary to determine the legality of the claims made in the notice.
- No explanations or reasons were provided to the complainant or to the authors of the comments after the removal of comments.

The study reasoned that “the [IT Intermediary Guidelines] create uncertainty in the criteria and procedure for administering the takedown notices thereby inducing the intermediaries to err on the side of caution and over-comply with takedown notices in order to limit their liability and as a result suppress legitimate expressions.”\(^{161}\) The study further noted that there was an absence of meaningful safeguards to prevent misuse and abuse of the takedown procedure.\(^{162}\)

One of the recommendations made by the authors was that an objective test should replace the approach of requiring intermediaries to subjectively determine the legality of the challenged content.\(^{163}\) The \textit{Shreya Singhal} case mirrored this reasoning, and established that an objective determination must be made through court orders, thereby removing the concerns with regards to the chilling effect resulting from private parties misusing takedown procedures.\(^{164}\) Such an interpretation of the Section shields intermediaries from liability unless they fail to comply with court orders directing them to remove illegal content.\(^{165}\)

\(^{161}\) \textit{Id.} at 2.
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\(^{163}\) \textit{Id.} at 30.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

“*The Internet is more important and disruptive than [its greatest advocates] have previously theorised.*” — Evgeny Morozov, *The Net Delusion*

India’s current approach toward imposing intermediary liability for user-generated hate speech creates a host of challenges for the future. Following the *Shreya Singhal* decision, it becomes important to reconsider the role of the courts, especially regarding governmental requests to block content under Section 69A of the IT Act. The government and courts need to work towards directly punishing individuals who engage in hate speech and set a strong precedent that would deter such speech in the future. While there is no doubt that hate speech has a strong negative impact on social stability, Internet restrictions seeking to promote such stability must be cautiously applied. The following recommendations seek to strike this balance between prohibiting hate speech and limiting Internet restrictions.

6.1. Increased Role of Courts

As per the *Shreya Singhal* case, the Executive branch of the government is able to issue blocking orders without requiring a court order, provided that the block is backed by valid reasons and falls within the ambit of reasonable restrictions allowed under Article 19(2) of the Constitution.166 However, there are multiple reasons why courts need to be included in this process, just as they were for requests made by private parties.

When the government restricts content on intermediary platforms to prevent the incitement of public disturbances or riots, such blocks are justified by the presumption that riots and violence are propagated by the sharing of hateful content on intermediary platforms.167 Even though this is a commonly-held belief, several studies have shown that this does not hold true. A study by The Guardian and the London School of Economics titled “*Reading the Riots: Investigating England’s Summer of Disorder*” argues that during the Tottenham riots,

166 *Shreya Singhal*, supra note 32.
there was no chain of causation between the riots and the use of social media.\textsuperscript{168} In fact, it concluded that social media played a positive role in the aftermath of the riots by assisting in clean-ups.\textsuperscript{169}

Historically too, several protests and riots – ranging from the Greensboro sit-ins to the Godhra carnage – have been furthered in the absence of social media. In addition, there has not been a study conclusively linking posting of hateful content on the Internet and the furtherance of protests. An Executive order for blocking hate speech on intermediary websites fails to address the larger question of whether there is a direct link between hateful posts and the furtherance of violence.

Also, the Executive and the courts may disagree with regard to whether a specific block would constitute a reasonable restriction under Article 19(2). This was exemplified in the \textit{Shreya Singhal} case itself, wherein the Executive considered Section 66A to be a reasonable restriction under the Constitution but the provision was struck down by the Supreme Court for being unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{170} Therefore, courts should be included in this framework to test whether a restriction issued by the Executive falls within the purview of Article 19(2). Unilateral Executive orders often run the risk of being over-protective and based on an unsubstantiated presumption of harm, thus harming free speech and the interests of intermediaries.

6.2. Direct Action against Hate Speech

The direct enforcement of the domestic Indian laws prohibiting hate speech has been less than adequate. Political leaders have given inflammatory speeches containing hate speech at rallies, yet have faced very little or no liability at all. The direct impact of hate speech is increased in this context because people are likely to get carried away in the heat of the moment. On the Internet, speech is diluted because its presentation through a virtual medium reduces any surrounding tension or anger.
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Despite this, authorities have been lax when acting against individuals promulgating hate speech in real world situations. Very few such actors have been punished, thereby undermining the efficacy of the anti-hate speech laws of India. To reduce the epidemic of hate speech in India and its impact, a policy of stricter enforcement must be adopted. Failure to do so not only ignores the root cause of the problem, but also creates arbitrariness when intermediaries, who merely provide an unmonitored platform for such hateful content to be shared, are punished for the same.

6.3. Challenge of Requests by Intermediaries

There is no doubt that intermediaries are business-driven entities who are averse to getting embroiled in legal battles when it does not further their financial interests. Since intermediaries operated under the constant fear of sanctions, it created a chilling effect on the freedom of speech and expression.\footnote{Geetha Hariharan, \textit{What 66A Judgment Means for Free Speech Online}, THE HUFFINGTON POST (Mar. 26, 2015), available at http://www.huffingtonpost.in/geetha-hariharan/what-66a-judgment-means-f_b_6938110.html (last visited Nov. 16, 2015).}

There is a paucity of legal analysis and judicial pronouncements on the issue of private party removal requests. The impact of a single judgement (\textit{Shreya Singhal}) has produced widespread repercussions because the present law has yet to evolve completely. In such a situation, especially when the importance of free speech on the Internet is gaining recognition in India, intermediaries should proactively protect their own and users’ interests. In order to achieve this, intermediaries will have to challenge Executive requests that seem arbitrary or fall outside the scope of Article 19(2). This will lead to judicial discourse that will in turn set precedents crucial for reducing future ambiguity. Such action is necessary to create legal certainty, thereby leading to the creation of a safer environment for intermediaries.

6.4. Conclusion

There must be recognition that in modern times, online intermediaries have become integral to the average person’s Internet use. Since restrictions placed on content curb a fundamental aspect of the Internet, they must be narrow, proven to be essential, and effective in reaching the necessary end. Liability of intermediaries must mirror this restricted scope. Without
expressly stating this proposition, the *Shreya Singhal* case furthered this liberal thought process. If the judgment is a reflection of the current judicial approach, a more relaxed liability regime can be expected in the future. There is also a pending petition in the Supreme Court that challenges the constitutional validity of hate speech-related provisions (Ss. 153, 153A, 153B, 295A, 298 and 505 of the IPC), filed by Subramaniam Swamy.\(^{172}\) In the event the Sections are struck down, the legal framework governing hate speech will undergo a drastic change.

Yet intermediaries operate in an uncertain environment since they still need to decide the legality of government requests to block content, which remains a problem. Uncertainty exists at the enforcement stage as well. Presently, there are several hate videos on YouTube and hateful comments on Facebook that violate India’s anti-hate speech laws. No action has yet been taken against the uploaders or the hosting intermediaries. However, since requests for removal can be made at any time, intermediaries must remain constantly prepared to handle this unpredictability. If they fail to remove the material after a takedown request has been made, they may be held liable even though the material would have already been seen by a large number of people before the request was made.

The issue of intermediary liability and hate speech has not gained enough attention in India. There is an absence of practical and theoretical studies that clearly establish a link between online hate speech and physical manifestations of violence. Neither are there judicial judgments on the issue that explain this relationship. This has created a lack of knowledge which must be addressed in order to make the government reconsider its policy towards intermediaries. However, this problem is not unique to India; it is an issue that is still being debated around the world.

It is only when the government rethinks its preconceived notions about intermediary impact that the situation can change. Presently, intermediaries almost always comply with Executive orders to avoid being penalized. This has a negative impact on online freedom of speech and affects the independence with which intermediaries operate. Courts can introduce legitimacy into the process by defining concrete legal limits that confine governmental orders to proper
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reasons. Intermediaries can also facilitate change and create a better environment for themselves in the future by challenging questionable governmental orders to block content.

Ripples must be created in the existing system for it to become better-suited to a democracy as complex as India’s. Such ripples can arise from free speech activists, academics, intermediaries, and the government itself. These stakeholders need to act against the inertia hindering the existing system to ensure that India’s laws keep pace with the rapid growth of the Internet and intermediaries.